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ABSTRACT
There is growing interest in technologies that allow older adults to socialise across geographic boundaries. An emerging technology in this space is social virtual reality (VR). In this paper we report on a series of participatory design workshops that involved extended in-depth collaboration with 22 older adults (aged 70-81), that aimed to understand their views on the types of social VR experiences that they saw as being of value to older adults. This process culminated in a reminiscence-based social VR concept. Our study identifies: participants’ ideas about the types of social VR experiences they found appealing; the potential for social VR as a powerful reminiscence tool; how social VR might be used as a tool to challenge ageing stereotypes and promote healthy ageing. Reflecting on the design process, we discuss how the diverse participant groups and the complexities involved in mediating between designers, the technical team, and participants could inform future design work.
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INTRODUCTION
It is commonly understood that demographic shifts occurring within many nations will result in an increase in the percentage of the older adult population [61]. This realisation has led to a sharp increase in political and research interest into how best to fund and implement services and supports that allow older adults to age well [6, 2, 50]. While there are many aspects of healthy ageing [35, 63], a well known issue is the detrimental effect of social isolation on well-being [52]. In responding to the challenges associated with social isolation, HCI researchers have increasingly been concerned with the design of technologies such as mobile/tablet applications [25, 59, 2] and social networking services [2, 56, 16] that will allow older adults to remain socially connected, even if other age-related factors limit their ability to participate fully in their local communities.

Virtual reality (VR) is an emerging social technology which has demonstrated promising potential as a medium for social connections [37]. An obvious point of difference between VR and existing social technology is the fully immersive quality of VR: wearing head-mounted displays, users can enter and interact within a shared three dimensional virtual world. However, little is known about the potential for this technology to support social interactions among older people. Given the importance of social participation for older adults, our study sought to understand older adults’ views on social virtual reality through a series of participatory design workshops.

This work builds on an earlier six-month study with a group of older adults (aged between 70 and 81) that introduced them to a range of VR technologies, supported them to design their first embodied avatars – digital self-representations that will be controlled via natural body movements and gestures [41], and provided them with the opportunity to interact in two shared virtual worlds. In these workshops we: 1) conducted focus group sessions with 22 older adults to understand the types of social VR applications they believed would support meaningful social participation, 2) asked the same participant groups to comment on and critique
three social VR scenarios that were developed in response to the focus group data, and 3) collaborated with our participants to refine a social VR concept that focused on shared reminiscence.

In this paper we tell the story of this collaboration and discuss how the study contributes to our understanding of how social VR might play a positive role in older adults lives. Our paper makes a number of core contributions: 1) our findings detail the social VR experiences our participants felt would be most engaging to older adults and we discuss how these insights might inform future design work, 2) we discuss the critical role that reminiscence played for our participants and the unique advantages social VR applications have as a reminiscence tool, 3) we describe how social VR applications and the avatars used in these virtual worlds were viewed by our participants as tools that challenge ageing stereotypes and support healthy ageing, and 4) we reflect on the participatory process itself and detail a number of aspects of our study that were designed to address issues of power with respect to decision making, and how our decision making might change for future studies based on this reflection.

PRIOR WORK

Older Adults and VR
There is growing research interest in the design and application of VR to specific challenges facing older people, particularly in the areas of rehabilitation and dementia care. The study of VR as a tool to assist with rehabilitation for older adults has received significant attention within the health-care and gerontology literature [22, 36, 46]. Key areas of evaluation relates to the use of VR and exergames as a tool to improve range of movement [36], and the application of VR to specific conditions such as Parkinson’s disease [22].

There has also been considerable interest in the application of VR for those living with dementia [18, 32, 38, 48]. Hodge et al. [18], report on a series of design workshops focused on designing "novel virtual reality environments for people with dementia and their carers" [p.10]. Though not designing social VR experiences, they note that participants in the study saw VR as a tool that could support connections between carers and older adults [18]. Though this finding hints at the potential for VR to be used as a social medium, with the exception of our earlier work [3, 11], we are unaware of any other studies examining the potential of VR as a social tool with older users.

Older Adults and Social Virtual Worlds
While the design of social VR applications with older users is a nascent area of research, a body of literature has examined the use of social virtual worlds (such as Second Life). These applications differ from social VR in that they are not fully immersive environments accessed via head-mounted displays, but rather provide the opportunity to interact in virtual worlds accessed via a computer or tablet device.

Reed and Fitzpatrick [45] conducted a number of workshops with 22 older adults examining their use of the social virtual world Second Life. Though primarily focused on self-representation and the design of avatars, their findings suggest that some older adults were motivated to use Second Life as a means of communicating with distant relatives, a goal that was thwarted by the limited "possibilities afforded by the Second Life software" (p.168). Sirriaraya and Ang [49] conducted a study examining a desktop PC based 3D virtual world that allowed pairs of older participants to control avatars and take part in a collaborative shopping task. Results showed that the participants "found 3D avatars to be of limited use to their social interaction" (p.114). They suggest that avatars with more realistic features and being able to control the avatar using natural gestures may "improve avatar-mediated communication for older users" (p.114). While limited, this prior work suggests that while older adults were interested in the types of communication that can be achieved in social virtual worlds, they seek more realistic and immersive experiences than those afforded by desktop-based social virtual worlds.

Older Adults and Online Communication
While there is limited research into the use of social virtual worlds with older adults, a significant body of research has considered older adults use of online social networks. This work has identified a number of issues, such as concerns about privacy and anonymity [10, 19, 34], and a desire for simplified interfaces [13, 30] that have been shown to be particularly important to older adults using online social technologies. In considering future design goals for social networks, Hope and colleagues have demonstrated that older adults value “deeper, well thought out, carefully crafted social communications” and modalities that “enable depth of thought, reflection, and personalization” [19, p.3911]. This finding is supported by similar work that has suggested those designing for late life development should design online communication systems that “support complex and multi-faceted identities of older adults” [9, p.9]. This social network focused research demonstrates the unique communication needs of older adults. To meet these needs, researchers and designers must seek to integrate older adults into the design process in order to ensure that their desire for personalised and complex forms of communication are ‘baked in’ to any social communication tool.

AIMS
Recent research by Moustafa and Steed [37] examining small group interactions in VR with younger users (average age 30.4) found that the immersive nature of social VR “evoked a more humanistic interaction between users” and that the sense of presence evoked by the technology allowed “users to interact naturally with one another in VR” (p.8). These findings suggest that social VR may address many of the limitations that prevent older users from embracing other social technologies by offering a space where older adults can interact naturally in personalised virtual worlds that support the types of deeper, reflective forms of communication that has been demonstrated as being valued by this cohort [10, 19, 13, 30, 9]. However, research is yet to fully explore whether and how VR can be designed to support meaningful social interaction among older people. Therefore, in this study we aim to explore, together with older adults, how VR might provide new opportunities for mediated social interactions that satisfy their unique communication needs.

METHODS
Below, we provide a description of the participants before detailing the structure of the participatory design workshops that comprised this study, and the methods used to analyse the workshop data.
Participants

Of the 25 participants initially recruited, 22 agreed to take part in our study (8 regional, 14 metropolitan). The regional group comprised four male and four female participants, while the metropolitan group consisted of six female and eight male participants. The participants were aged between 70 and 81. All were retired or semi-retired having worked in a wide range of professions including as homemakers, teachers and academics, salespeople, and healthcare workers. Most were living independently in the community or in retirement communities except for ‘Cleo’ who lived in a residential aged care facility.

Though most participants were able bodied, some used walking frames to assist with mobility issues, several participants had hearing aids, and one participant was living with advanced Parkinson’s Disease. The only inclusion criteria for recruiting participants was that they were over the age of 70 and were interested in new technologies. While many participants had some experience with computing technology, none reported having used VR or an avatar prior to the initial study. Pseudonyms will be used when describing the participants’ contributions during the study.

While there was a pool of 22 participants involved with the study, attendance at individual workshop sessions varied considerably. Two factors in particular impacted on participant numbers. First, the workshops took place over the winter months, a time when several of our participants went on vacation to warmer climates. A second factor that particularly impacted on the second workshop was that it was held during a school holiday period where a number of participants were unavailable as they had responsibilities caring for grandchildren. Participant numbers for each phase of the study were: Social VR Focus Groups (Regional = 7, Metropolitan = 13), Social VR Scenario Workshops (Regional = 3, Metropolitan = 10), Concept Refinement Workshops (Regional = 6, Metropolitan = 12).

Workshop Program

A design team consisting of the first and third authors were responsible for planning and conducting the workshops that comprised each phase of the study in both the regional and metropolitan areas. In the intervening period between study phases, the design team held weekly meetings with a technical team who would be responsible for developing a prototype application based on the outcomes of the study. These meetings involved discussing key outcomes from each phase and planning for upcoming workshops. Participants were encouraged to attend these meetings either in person or via video conference, however, Samuel was the only participant to accept this invitation.

Two members of the technical team also attended the metropolitan ‘Social VR Scenario’ and ‘Concept Refinement’ workshops. This prompted impromptu ‘VR masterclasses’ where some of the more technically curious metropolitan participants posed questions about VR technology such as: how are the systems able to detect and interpret body movements?; how powerful do the computers need to be to run a VR program? This impromptu aspect of the study was valued by both the metropolitan participants and the technical team.

The workshop program was split across three distinct phases. The nature of each phase is described below and outlined in figure 1.

Social VR Focus Groups:
The first phase of the study consisted of focus group sessions which were followed by a shared lunch. Having recently completed the preceding study, the participants were primed to give their views on VR systems and to discuss the potential of VR to support social participation. We therefore decided that facilitated focus group discussions would be an ideal way of capturing this feedback. A small number of focus group questions were prepared that were focused on gaining a better understanding of what types of social experiences the participants thought would be enjoyable. As the participants were by this stage very familiar with VR technology and with each other, little prompting was required and the focus groups quickly centred on social VR ideas that were of interest to the participants.

Social VR Scenarios:
The second phase of the study consisted of two participatory design workshops (one regional, one metropolitan) held approximately one month after the social VR focus groups. In these workshops which lasted approximately 90 minutes (followed by
a shared lunch), participants critiqued three social VR scenarios that had been developed by the design team. The scenarios were created after analysing the results of the focus groups, and after meetings with the technical team. Each scenario described a fictitious social VR application that acted as a provocation for the participants to consider the design characteristics they believed would be most important in social VR. At the end of the workshop, participants were asked to rank each scenario from most favourite to least favourite and add comments using Post-it notes about the pros and cons of each scenario. Members of the research team circulated around the participants as they evaluated each scenario and took notes about their discussions with the participants.

Concept Refinement:
The third and final phase of the study consisted of two further participatory design workshops (one with the regional group and one with the metropolitan group) held approximately one month after the presentation of the social VR scenarios. This workshop also lasted 90 minutes and was followed by a shared lunch. After a short feedback session where the results of the previous workshops were discussed, participants were asked to reappraise the most popular scenario from the social VR scenario workshops and refine the concept so as to make sure that it responded to their needs. Feedback collected during the session included Post-it notes with comments from the participants, and researcher notes from their discussions with participants.

Data Collection and Analysis
A range of qualitative data was collected during each phase of the study including: research notes taken by members of the design team, audio recordings, photographs, and Post-It notes that were contributed by the participants during the final two phases of the study. These data were transcribed verbatim where necessary and imported into NVivo software for further analysis. Data were then subjected to thematic analysis using Braun and Clarke’s six-stage analytic approach [8]. A copy of the document detailing each stage of the Braun and Clarke process (completed by the first author) was sent to the entire research team so that all could interogate and comment on the thematic process as a coding consistency check [27].

As workshops developed in response on the results of the previous focus groups or workshops, results and key themes will be presented chronologically below.

SOCIAL VR FOCUS GROUPS
Three focus groups were held during this phase, one based in the regional setting (n=7) and two in the metropolitan setting (n=7, n=6). The settings were 150km apart. Splitting the metropolitan group in two allowed for more intimate group discussion. The focus groups each lasted approximately 30–40 minutes followed by a shared lunch, and all followed the same basic structure consisting of a small number of semi-structured prompts that acted as ‘jumping off points’ for discussion amongst the groups. Figure 2 shows participants continuing their discussion over lunch at the conclusion of one of the focus groups. After reviewing these open ended discussions, we found that three broad categories of social VR applications were seen as appealing to participants: 1) indoor/outdoor exercise or sports based applications; 2) social club or group based applications; and 3) travel based applications.

Each of these categories and the individual application ideas are detailed in Table 1. Below, we discuss some of the central themes that permeated the focus group discussions.

Facilitation in Social VR
Regardless of the categories of social VR applications being discussed, a theme running through much of the conversation was that social experiences are improved when there is an expert facilitator to mediate discussion and provide guidance. When discussing group exercise, Carl suggested that any social VR based exercise application should incorporate an expert trainer who "could facilitate doing exercise, but doing it properly." The idea of being instructed to ‘do an exercise properly’ resonated with many group members across the focus groups. Several participants discussed interactions with health-care professionals who had given them exercises to perform without adequate guidance on how to do them correctly. Group discussion of social clubs or groups centred around the view that these activities were improved by having an ‘expert’ who facilitates the discussion. Participants frequently spoke about the need to have someone who “knows more about (the topic) than the rest of the group”, or someone who might "open the conversation up or expand people’s thoughts." This category of ideas was more explicitly linked to social interaction than the sports/exercise category. While discussing the idea of a social VR travel application, participants focused on the idea of an expert guide who might "show me the hidden parts of Paris" or where "an expert in Van Gogh is showing you around" a virtual gallery. The theme of facilitation running through the focus group discussion provides insights into some unique ways in which those designing social VR experiences for older adults might improve socialisation through facilitation. There is an established body of research investigating the use of exergames with older adults as a means of encouraging healthy ageing [2]. Participants' valued the idea of social VR exergames that could be facilitated by an expert trainer who can ensure that the exercises are being performed correctly. This type of exercise experience would also address their frustration at being given exercise regimes by health-care professionals without being provided with a means to evaluate their performance. Research into older adults design preferences in relation to social media have established that older adults prefer personalised modalities that enable depth of thought and reflection [9, 19]. Results form our focus groups suggest that facilitation is valued by older adults as it enables this type of deeper social experience.
When discussing social group based VR applications, many participants linked the desire for a group exercise application to ideas of maintaining independence, what we might term a ‘use it or lose it’ concept of healthy ageing. Carl typified this view saying he would be interested in any application “that helps us remain independent and responsible for (our) own decisions health wise”. The idea of a social VR exercise application was also appealing to some group members, especially women, because of the anonymity that would be afforded by being able to embody an avatar in a social VR exercise application. Sally, who said she spoke to a lot of women about exercise, commented that “a lot of women of roughly my age don’t want to go into the public where they can be seen, either because they think their body is flabby and ugly, or because they look old.” When discussing social group based VR applications, the potential anonymity or safety of interacting as an avatar in a VR application was also a key topic of discussion. Evan felt these types of group activities, when translated into VR, could open up new opportunities for involvement from people who might otherwise struggle with group interaction. During a discussion of an idea for a social club he commented “taking that into virtual reality, if you are afraid of being seen by someone else, if they are an avatar or something like that, then maybe they might be able to express themselves a bit more than they would if you were looking at their face.”

The popularity of the idea of a social VR application seemed to be linked to broader factors related to ageing such as adapting to the limitations of an ageing body. Gordon provided a good example of how a social VR travel application might allow you to transcend physical limitations:

“They have been advertising a trip... to the base camp of Everest. Now I’m not going to do that, I’m not going to kid myself that I’m fit enough... but it would be interesting (if) instead of seeing someone’s slides of a trip, to actually see as much as you can in (VR), I’d love to do that!”

Samuel spoke about how life circumstances can impact on long held travel plans. He noted that as his wife had become increasingly disabled in her seventies and that “places that we thought we might travel, we can’t”.

These results indicate the complex ways in which issues relating to the ageing body, whether rooted in lived experience or negative social stereotypes, influenced our participants views on the benefits of social VR. Previous research has established that older adults can become socially isolated because of stereotypical attitudes that equate the ageing body with decrepitude [23]. Insights from our participants suggest that social VR exercise applications were viewed by some as a means to protect themselves from negative social stereotypes while maintaining the social and physical benefits of group exercise. Results also highlight the role that social VR can play in protecting anonymity. Researchers examining the online communication preferences of older adults have noted that anonymity is particularly valued by older users [10, 19, 34], our participants’ comments suggest that social VR is seen as a communication medium that can address these concerns while still offering rich immersive experiences. Finally, our results demonstrate that our participants viewed social VR as a tool that could enable older adults to take part in virtual travel experiences that would otherwise be inaccessible to them. This opens new possibilities for designers to create vivid travel experiences, and interrogate new interaction techniques, that allow older users with different levels of physical ability to not just view a new destination, but share this experience with others.

Reminiscence

A final theme that was evident in much of the focus group discussion was the idea that social VR might provide opportunities to reminisce in new and interesting ways. It was clear that some participants saw exercise applications as offering the chance to re-experience the ‘thrill’ of an exercise activity without the risk of physical injury. Samuel recalled riding a bike down a mountainside and the feeling “about halfway down... that I am a teenager again” before stating that he “wouldn’t dare to now, partly because the consequences (if he fell) are so much greater.” Kim commented that although she had been a talented hockey player, she had to leave that part of her life behind, stating “I don’t want to play hockey anymore... too many bruises.” Len summarised the groups feelings about re-experiencing former sporting glories by commenting they were “probably an indication that we’re at an age where a lot of sporting activities are much more difficult now, and we reminisce”. There was a lot of discussion amongst participants about reminiscence and their desire to pass on knowledge. Klaus regretted that much of his technical expertise was no longer valued because of technological change. Reflecting on his short wave radio skills he commented that “people are just not interested in what they can’t see an application for.” Len echoed these sentiments. “In the last 20 or 30 years, a whole lot of things that we were very conversant with are no longer appropriate, no longer utilised.” When asked if this knowledge of previous technology might give older adults a unique perspective on the design of new technology, Len responded “Yes, we have a naivete in that we’re coming from a different point in discovery.” Participants also discussed the challenges of capturing and passing on knowledge. Carl spoke about the frustration of attending a funeral only to learn about a fascinating aspect of the.

Table 1. Workshop participants’ ideas for social VR applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social VR Application Categories</th>
<th>Application Ideas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Outdoor Group Exercise/Sports</td>
<td>Bush-Walking; Cycling; Tennis; Golf; Hockey; Rock Climbing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor Group Exercise</td>
<td>Gym classes; Dancing Lessons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Social Clubs or Social Groups</td>
<td>Dinner party; Card games; Community Choir; Cafe Socrates; Painting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Travel</td>
<td>Guided tour of Paris; Walking tour of Mt Everest; Guided tour of Van Gough Museum; Tour the Vatican</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reminiscence therapy is a common technique employed by carers, especially in aged-care settings. Recent research had begun to consider how VR might be used as a reminiscence tool [18], however, research to date has focused predominately on viewing “generic media” and asking older adults to reflect on the memories such footage elicits. Our findings suggest a much more vibrant and active type of reminiscence therapy is possible, one that leverages the immersive properties of social VR to provide older adults with opportunities to collaboratively (re)experience thrilling activities within a safe environment. The strong theme of reminiscence that pervaded conversations during the focus groups highlights how important reminiscence is to older adults and the potential that technology can play in promoting reminiscence [24]. One interesting feature of the reminiscence discussion that took place during the focus groups is the idea that reminiscing about technological change is a means by which older users might bring unique insights into the design space by assessing design, as Len put it, “from a different point in discovery”. The next workshops would be our chance to tap into this unique perspective as we sought to develop a social VR application concept with our participants.

SOCIAL VR SCENARIOS

After reflecting on the discussions that took place in the focus groups, the design team created three social VR scenarios to be introduced in the next participatory design workshops that were presented as provocations. These workshops were held approximately one month after the focus groups. Two workshops were held, one regional (n=3) and one metropolitan (n=10). A2-sized posters describing each scenario were posted around the workshop space accompanied by large sheets of blank paper. Using markers and coloured Post-It notes, the participants posted comments and recommendations on how the scenarios could be improved, before ranking them from most to least favourite. An image of a participant viewing one of the scenarios during this workshop can be seen in figure 3.

Scenario Descriptions

The three scenarios drew on insights from the focus groups in varying ways. A table summarising the outline of each scenario is presented in Table 2.

Card Shark - The first scenario presented a social VR concept based on the idea of a social card game that had been a popular topic during the focus groups. A core concept underpinning this scenario was collaboration and the ability to incorporate a facilitator to encourage socialisation as the game progressed.

Mt Arapiles - This scenario drew on the popularity of outdoor activities and travel in the focus groups. The design team hoped the scenario would encourage cooperation and social interaction while also providing a ‘thrill-seeking’ element. The scenario drew directly on themes from the focus groups including having a role for a climbing instructor (facilitator), and adopting a positive view of healthy ageing that challenged negative stereotypes.

Highway of Life - This scenario was inspired by the many references to reminiscence and capturing life experiences that permeated discussion in the focus groups. The scenario proposed a social application that would allow participants to step back in time by walking down a metaphorical highway of life and “stopping off” at historical points along the way to discuss their life experiences.

Participant Reactions to the Scenarios

Card Shark:

Reactions to this scenario were the most varied, with sharp divisions existing between those who already enjoyed card games and those who did not. Gordon’s comment illustrates the attitude of the non-card playing group “I am not a card player, so this doesn’t have any built-in appeal for me... I guess if you were an ex card fiend you might think differently.” Of those who liked the scenario, there was support for the card game to be Bridge as it was considered more “popular with older people.” Participants suggested the game would be improved by incorporating differing skill levels and training options. The scenario offered the card players a choice of virtual environments in which they could play and the participants felt this was an advantage of a VR game that would prompt players to discuss their surroundings. Another common comment was that participants wanted the ability to customise their avatar in this type of social VR application. Evan commented that “Card Shark” was the “most likely scenario where I would not like to look like myself, maybe (I could) even look like a shark!” Participants felt the ability to customise their avatar would allow them to deceive the other players to gain a strategic advantage. The most positive comments relating to the scenario centred on its ability to incorporate social interaction and learning into a single application.
Table 2. Scenario Outlines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario Name</th>
<th>Scenario Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario One ‘Card Shark’</td>
<td>Social VR card game that allows &quot;Jane&quot; to meet with her friends &quot;Sarah&quot;, &quot;Luke&quot; and &quot;Jay&quot; in various social environments to play the card game 500.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario Two ‘Mt Arapiles’</td>
<td>&quot;Greg&quot; chooses his sporty avatar before meeting &quot;Sally&quot; at the base of Mt Arapiles. They must work together to navigate their way up the face of the mountain, sharing tips and tricks to find the best ‘holds’ but also race each other to be the first to the top. At the top of the mountain they are rewarded with a stunning view and can discuss their climb and the beautiful scenery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario Three ‘Highway of Life’</td>
<td>&quot;David&quot;, &quot;Gen&quot;, and &quot;Lisa&quot; are transported to the middle of a highway that stretches out to the horizon. Signposts beside the road indicate the years as they stretch back in time. The group teleports to 1969 and interact with historical artefacts that prompt them to recall their personal stories of the moon landing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mt Arapiles:* Despite its more adventurous premise, ‘Mt Arapiles’ was less divisive than ‘Card Shark’ with only one participant (Wes) labelling it as definitely not his “cup of tea.” Although comments were generally more positive toward this scenario, there were a number of specific concerns raised relating to the likelihood that the application would induce vertigo, an issue that is especially relevant in the context of VR [46, 22, 29, 40]. The only other negative comments related to the competitive element that was present in the scenario where users would ‘race each other to the top’. Several participants questioned this premise and instead argued that it would be “better to emphasise the achievement of actually ‘doing it’.” Many seemed attracted to the ‘thrill’ of the scenario. Cleo compared it to an earlier life experience of hang gliding and overcoming her fear “I was sure I’d have a heart attack, but gradually I began to soar... adrenalin rush. I DID IT.” When asked what she liked about the ‘Mt Arapiles’ scenario, Violet said “It’s different! Defeats ‘old age’ stereotypes.”

*Highway of Life:* Scenario three ‘Highway of Life’ solicited the most positive feedback. Gordon’s comment was illustrative of the positive reaction to the scenario: “I like the general applicability of this scenario. Everyone can go back in time in their memory and be challenged to recollect their personal experiences of the particular era chosen.” One of the most intriguing aspects of the comments were those related to the idea of using the ‘Highway of Life’ to imagine what might have been if alternative decisions were made. These feelings were especially prevalent in the metropolitan group. Amy, Evan, and Herbert all made comments of this type, such as Evan’s “What if (a) decision made in the past had been different, would my life have been better or worse?” Herbert wondered if his avatar might be able to consider the "possibilities of alternate pathways and choices." Amy felt the scenario would allow users to reflect on experiences and explore "what made us who we are.” The positive reaction to the scenario was perhaps most clearly articulated by Klaus in the regional group who simply wrote “This is right on the ball.” The only participant to express any reservation about the scenario was Carl in the metropolitan group who commented that while others may be interested in "looking back", he personally preferred to "look forward".

*Scenario Preferences* The ‘Highway of Life’ was the most preferred application scenario in both the regional and metropolitan groups (regional average 1.3, metropolitan 1.4). Carl was the only participant to rank the ‘Highway of Life’ as the least favourite scenario, whereas both ‘Card Shark’ and ‘Mt Arapiles’ had multiple participants rank them as their least favoured option. The regional group gave both ‘Mt Arapiles’ and ‘Card Shark’ the same average ranking (2.3). Average rankings from the metropolitan group were similar (‘Mt Arapiles’ 2.3 and ‘Card Shark’ 2.1).

A clear outcome from the second phase findings was that the Highway of Life scenario was the application idea that most resonated with the group. When reflecting on this and the generally positive reaction to the Highway of Life scenario in the month after the workshops concluded, the design team decided to conduct one more set of participatory design workshops before commencing the development of a Highway of Life inspired prototype.

**CONCEPT REFINEMENT**

The concept refinement workshops provided an opportunity for the participants to engage more deeply with the Highway of Life concept and participate directly in adapting the concept so that it would reflect their social VR preferences. As with the preceding phase, two workshop sessions were held, one regional (n=6) and one metropolitan (n=12). The sessions began with a recap of the results from the second workshop to provide participants with the rationale for choosing to proceed with development of the Highway of Life concept.

At the end of this introductory discussion, we followed a similar process to the last participatory design workshops and attached large sections of blank paper to the walls around the workshop space. After being given markers and Post-It notes, participants were asked to respond to a number of questions relating to the Highway of Life concept. To narrow down the focus for development, the first question asked ‘What five-year period of your life would you most like to revisit in the Highway of Life?’ The second and third questions were much more general: ‘How will the Highway of Life support social interaction?’, and ‘What are the most important design considerations for the Highway of Life?’ Members of the research team were also on hand to record comments made by participants as they discussed the
What five year period of your life would you most like to revisit in the Highway of Life?

Responses to the first question were split into two clusters. In the first, participants accepted the premise of the question and provided (roughly) five-year periods which they felt were the most important. Most of these centred on the mid-1950s to the late 1960s, a time span that corresponded to most participants’ adolescence and early adulthood. Some participants commented that the reason for making this choice related to the political and social changes that occurred during this time. For others, particularly in the regional group, the reasons for choosing their time period were more personal. Mandy’s comment is illustrative:

1958-1965 – I was eighteen years old. Eighteen for me was lovely, old enough to be treated as an adult and still be able to do silly kids stuff. Old enough to have a car and get your licence. I had a little blue escort van. I also had my own hair-dressing salon. These were exciting years. I met my future husband (in) 1956, married when I was 21 in 1961. We built our first home in 1961 and we had our first son in 1962.

The second cluster of responses pointed out a major flaw with the design team’s idea of designing for a five-year period. As the participants ranged in age between 70 and 81, significant time periods, such as school years, were spread out to the extent that no five-year period could capture a common shared experience. To solve this flaw, rather than choosing a five-year period, participants proposed a focus on life experiences. Six participants across the two workshops made this suggestion and pointed to key life experiences including "school years", "beginning work", "marriage/children", and "retirement".

How will the Highway of Life support social interaction?

Many participant responses focused on the need to allow people using the application to interact and, as Gordon put it, "Bounce things off one another." Rather than focusing on the events of the time, participants were more interested in "sharing memories (and) getting to know more about the persons accompanying you" in the Highway of Life. In order to facilitate this personal sharing, participants were united in recommending they be able to bring personal artefacts into the environment, rather than being forced to watch grand historical events. Amy suggested these artefacts could be clustered around common shared activities or scenarios such as, "school", "clothes", "music", and "family dynamics". Others offered ideas ranging from sharing personal "photos, movies... and written records" from the era, or importing local "newspaper clippings". Rather than photographs, Gordon was interested in the ability to share physical objects such as "ink wells", "school prizes" or "school bags" that would prompt users to compare their school experiences.

What are the most important design considerations for the Highway of Life?

Participants used this question to highlight what they saw as a major flaw in the scenario. Whereas the design teams scenario had proposed a video of the moon landings as a feature that would inspire reminiscence, participants advocated instead for a design focus on capturing the contours of individual experience. Herbert neatly summarised this sentiment by saying the application should "discuss and recall (the) minutiae of life, not major events which are already documented." Amy advocated for the ability to upload photos or short narratives to support the users to learn more about other people’s personal stories, while Samuel felt it was important that the conversations that took place in the application should be able to be "take(n) away in segments to share with family and friends." Several participants contributed user experience ideas such as using the metaphor of a "time capsule" to revisit events. Klaus felt that the application could include a "virtual newspaper" and that users could "touch the area of interest and get a detail for viewing/participating." Summarising much of the sentiment of the workshops, Harry advocated for a design that allowed users to "talk about common experiences, relive the feeling of that time, share that experience with others, (and) listen to how others reacted to those same experiences."

DISCUSSION

While our findings helped us to refine the design goals for the prototype social VR application that would be the ultimate focus of our research project, they also highlight broader learning that can be used to inform the design of future social technologies, aimed at older adults. Chief amongst these are: a range of insights into the types and defining features of social VR experiences that our participants felt would respond to older adults’ needs; the potential ways social VR might be used as a powerful reminiscence tool; and the potential for social VR to be used as a tool to challenge ageing stereotypes.

Older Adults’ Preferred Social VR Experiences

While our participants ultimately chose to refine a scenario based on reminiscence, findings from the focus groups highlight a range of social VR experiences that our participants felt would be most appealing to older users. These insights contribute to our knowledge of how to best develop social experiences that resonate with the values of older users.

In proposing a range of applications that responded to both indoor and outdoor group exercise, our participants affirm the positive role that VR can play in healthy ageing. In contrast to earlier work that has focused on the use of VR as a rehabilitation tool [22, 36, 46], our participants spoke of the potential role that VR can play as a preventative health care tool that can help older users maintain their independence. In particular, our findings demonstrate that our participants saw social VR exercise applications as offering an opportunity to learn how to perform exercises correctly with the help of an expert guide. In fact, the appeal of expert guidance in social VR permeated all categories of social VR experiences that were suggested by our participants.

When discussing VR applications centred around social clubs or groups, our participants highlighted the joy they found in sharing experiences with others and the potential they saw in social VR as a tool to foster these experiences. Amy thought the immersive qualities of social VR might allow her to play Bridge with others in a way that would preserve the dynamic of playing with a real partner, an experience she found lacking in existing online platforms. Our participants also highlighted some ways in which VR might afford richer social experiences than real life by allowing those...
who might otherwise be afraid of being seen by others the opportunity, as Evan put it, to "express themselves a bit more than they would if you were looking at their face". Previous research has noted that some older adults self-isolate due to age-related factors [14]. Our participants suggest that social VR may provide a means by which this group could be supported to reengage in social life.

Travel was another category of applications that had strong appeal to our participants. In recent decades, travel has become an increasingly popular activity for older adults around the world [42]. However, research into older adult tourism suggests that those aged 75 and older are far less likely to travel [31]. Our participants highlighted a range of issues such as fear about terrorism, concerns about increased insurance costs, and ill health, that impacted on their ability to travel. Given these issues, participants felt that social VR applications might provide older adults who face limitations that prevent them from realising their travel aspirations with an opportunity to engage in travel experiences that offered similar levels of immersion with like-minded virtual travel companions with whom they could share their experiences.

**Social VR and Reminiscence**

The concept of reminiscence permeated the focus groups and participatory design workshops in both regional and metropolitan contexts. Though reminiscence has been observed in people as young as ten [17], there is a large body of research that has examined the particular importance of reminiscence for older adults. Research into older adult well-being has long identified the benefits of reminiscence or conducting a ‘life review’ especially in combating loneliness, anxiety and depression [51, 15, 47]. Common non-technological techniques for encouraging reminiscence are group storytelling or ‘life review’ sessions [20, 47, 51] and art therapy [44]. Reminiscence has also been a focus within HCI research with the use of photographs, music, memory prompts and ‘reminiscence kits’ being common technological aids to reminiscence [24, 43, 33, 5, 53, 25].

Our findings add to an emerging body of literature [21, 48] examining the potential for virtual worlds and VR to be used as mediums for reminiscence. However, our study is unique in expanding our understanding about the ways that fully immersive social VR provides unique advantages for reminiscence based interventions. Our participants highlight the potential for social VR to support older adults to share their memories and experiences by using virtual artefacts to trigger these memories. The ability to import fully three dimensional artefacts, such as photographs in frames, school bags, or trophies, and ‘pass’ these objects between avatars in a fully immersive environment is a particularly exciting design opportunity that is likely to support memory recall [21] and meet older adults’ preferences for social technologies that support simple interactions and deep reflection [13, 30, 19, 9]. Participants also highlighted the unique ways in which fully immersive social environments might be used to ‘reauthor’ and reinterpret past experiences, an element of reminiscence that is particularly beneficial [17].

**Social VR as a Means of Challenging Ageing Stereotypes**

Prior research into the design and use of full body avatars has demonstrated their impact on addressing ageing stereotypes [11, 12]. Our study both supports and extends these findings. This was particularly evident in Sally’s comments about the role avatars might play in supporting older women to participate in group exercise without fear of judgement.

While prior research has studied the impact of avatars on ageing stereotypes, our findings demonstrate that our participants also saw the social VR experiences themselves as being a powerful means of addressing stereotypes. Our participants proposed social VR applications that allowed them to (re)experience the thrills of adventure sports, support each other to reach shared goals, travel with their partners who had mobility impairments, and participate in a range of activities that helped maintain their independence. Furthermore, research into older adults’ communication in social networks has highlighted the importance placed by older adults on social technologies that support privacy, anonymity and multi-faced identities [26, 34, 9]. Our participants felt that social VR offered a number of advantages in relation to privacy, anonymity and identity by allowing users to choose body characteristics or personas that were ‘tuned’ to particular social experiences such as an exercise class or card game. We expect these insights will support future work examining the positive role that social VR can play in our rapidly ageing societies.

**Insights from the Participatory Design Process**

In addition to the learning related to VR for social participation in later life, our engagement with the participants during the focus groups and participatory design workshops has also led to a number of insights about the participatory process that we feel will be of benefit to members of the DIS community. Here we focus on two issues in particular: the mix of metropolitan and regional participants and; the interplay between participants, design, and technical teams.

**Involving participants from regional and metropolitan areas:**

A defining characteristic of our study was its incorporation of participants from both regional and metropolitan areas. We believe the involvement of these two diverse groups added a richness and complexity to our data that would have been reduced had we focused on working with only one group.

We found the regional participants had a particularly strong interest in sharing personal stories and artefacts with the design team. A good illustration of this is Mandy’s personal description of why she wanted to explore a particular time period during the concept refinement participatory design workshop. The regional group also went to extraordinary lengths to ensure that they contributed beyond the context of the workshops by sending additional information to the team in follow up emails and by giving the team personal artefacts (such as photo albums and diaries) that they could use as inspiration. Research has demonstrated the importance of social cohesion in rural and regional communities [1, 60, 57] and we wonder if this played a role in our experiences during the regional workshops.

The metropolitan groups, on the other hand, were distinguished by their intense interest in the mechanics of VR and curiosity about how it might be applied in the future. In several instances, this led to the design team inviting members of the technical team to workshops so they could convene small impromptu ‘VR masterclasses’ to discuss the technical challenges associated with developing VR applications.
These digressions and differentiating factors between the regional and metropolitan groups are not always compatible with reporting targeted findings in a research article, but they none-the-less provided important contextual information that we tried to incorporate into the scenarios and final design concept. These experiences have convinced us of the value of incorporating participants from diverse geographic areas and we would encourage others undertaking participatory research to consider the advantages of adopting a similar approach.

The interplay between participants, design, and technical teams:

Another aspect of the participatory process which is hard to incorporate into a paper of this type, is a full examination of power dynamics present in the interplay between the participants, design team, and in our case, technical team. We note, however, this has been the subject of interest in the participatory design literature [39, 55, 7, 62].

As "design is decision-making" and "decision-making is the exercising of power" [7, p.41], we feel it is important to briefly flag some of the steps we took to address power differentials during the study and our thoughts on a number of decisions that we might reconsider were it possible. We believe this is a particularly important aspect of reflective practice we can undertake given the key members of our design team were relative newcomers to participatory design – what Bannon and colleagues might refer to as "emerging voices" [4].

We took a number of conscious steps during the study that we hoped would offer the participants a greater insight into the decision-making process and address the inherent power differences that could impact on the participatory goals of the project. These included: 1) beginning each workshop with an update to provide the participants with an overview of decisions and deliberation that had occurred within the design and technical meetings that took place in between workshops, 2) Inviting participants to sit in on technical meetings so they would have a chance to participate in these deliberations (an option taken up by one participant), 3) Incorporating a shared lunch into each workshop so that informal conversations about goals and decisions could be raised. While not all of these steps were particularly innovative in-and-of themselves (we note for example that the value of shared meals in participatory work has been the subject of some discussion [28, 58]), we believe that in combination these steps helped to ‘lift the curtain’ on some hidden aspects of the decision-making process and we aim to keep exploring similar techniques in future studies.

In reflecting on the decisions made during the study we also recognise a number of limitations that we will learn from in conducting future participatory design work. While factors such as time deadlines and budget limitations inevitably impact on the decisions made in developing a study, it would have been helpful to have allowed additional time for the participants to help us to develop the scenarios to be used in the second phase of the study. This process could have led to alternative storyboards for the app ideas that might have added an additional dimension to the second phase of the study. On a related note, while we felt the scenarios were a good way of presenting the ‘story’ of a basic application concept to stimulate discussion amongst the groups, on reflection, the incorporation of other PD techniques, such as paper prototyping, or drama based techniques [39] might have led to a broader range of design artefacts with which we could have engaged in preparing for the prototype development.

CONCLUSION

In this study, we partnered with 22 older adults (aged 70 to 81) from both regional and metropolitan areas to investigate their views about the potential for social VR applications to serve as tools that can support meaningful social interaction. Using a mixture of focus groups and participatory design workshops over the course of a three month period, our participants identified categories of social VR applications that responded to their social needs, engaged with three social VR scenarios developed from these categories, and refined their most preferred scenario so as to ensure that it responded to their preferences. Our findings illustrated the important role that reminiscence plays in our participants’ lives and the advantages they saw in using social VR as a reminiscence tool. Findings also highlight how our participants believed social VR might offer advantages as a medium that can be used to challenge ageing stereotypes and support healthy ageing. In reflecting on the participatory design process, we describe the benefits we saw in engaging with both regional and metropolitan participants, and highlight some of the decision-making processes that informed the study. As a result of conducting this study, we have advanced our understanding about older adults’ views on the potential for social VR to be used as a meaningful tool for social participation and have collaborated to define a design concept that uses reminiscence as a medium to support meaningful social interaction.
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